Dear Customer,

Thank you for your interest in El Paipo Kneeboards. Kneeboards and the sport of kneeriding have become increasingly popular over the last several years, so much in fact, that kneeriding has become an accepted competition form by the Western Surfing Association. From here on out kneezboarding's popularity will increase as more and more people turn on to the exciting speed, maneuverability, and control that kneeriding has to offer.

You can be ahead of all the rest on an El Paipo because our designs are not only with the times but ahead of the times. We make boards for both beginner and expert, for people who ride 2-foot mush and for people who find their satisfaction by riding ten-foot Pipeline.

If you like the feel of being an individual who does unique and exciting things, if you don't like riding waves like everybody else, and if you like to easily take your surfing equipment with you wherever you go then you should be riding an El Paipo Kneemachine.

On the following pages you will see El Paipo's newest designs. We are certain that there is a board for you there that will open up new worlds of wave-riding experiences. Thank you again for your interest.

Have a nice wave,

THE EL PAIPO COMPANY
EL PAIPO STANDARD MODELS

These boards are designed with consistent performance in mind. In the hands of a beginner these boards are stable and easy to ride. Yet, these boards possess the speed and maneuverability that an experienced rider demands. All El Paipo standard boards come complete with removable fin and box, color, and our fantastic POWER GRIP handles. In addition, all standard boards have concave decks which give a low center of gravity for stability and maneuverability.

POWER GRIPS are one of the greatest advantages a kneeboard has. These handles give the rider much greater control over the board as well as greatly decreased board losses. When used correctly, POWER GRIPS will make anyone a better and more radical kneerider.

Lengths:
48", 54", 60"

Widths:
20"

Bottom:
Flat with slight belly in nose. Nose to tail rocker.

Rail:
Down Oval

Fin System:
Small, Fins Unlimited box with 8" fiberfill fin.
THE FISH FAMILY

These are El Paipo's additions to the split-tail board revolution. These four boards are among the fastest, most maneuverable machines on the water today.

The Fish is a twin-fin, Twin Pintail that has rounded inner edges, which cause it to turn on a dime while still allowing it to draw the long lines necessary to ride large waves. This is an exceptional board for tubes because its twin fin arrangement lets it hang high and tight in the hollowest of waves. Fish come in two lengths, 56" and 61" with Power Grip Handles, Glass Fins and finboxes, and color included.

Length: 56" or 61"
Width: 20-1/4"
Bottom: Flat, w/nose to tail rocker
Rails: Down rounded
Fin System: Fins Unlimited short box, 4-1/2" custom fiberglass fins.

The Swallow Tail is a single fin version of the fish that tends to draw the longer lines necessary for riding large or fast waves. This board also comes in two lengths, 56" and 63", the larger of these boards makes an excellent short surfboard. Handles, Fin system, and color are included in the price.

Length: 56" or 63"
Width: 20"
Bottom: Flat w/nose to tail rocker
Rails: Down rounded
Fin System: Fins Unlimited Short box, 8" Fiberfill box.
THE GUN

Big, fast waves have been considered strictly the domain of the surfboard until now. The EL PAIPO GUN is 63” of the fastest kneeboard on the market today. Strictly a big, fast wave board, the Gun will ride anything you can get yourself out to.

POCKET MOUSE

This is El Paipo’s new bodysurfing board, a 28” Finless Flyer that will make bodysurfing faster and more maneuverable than you have ever known it. Holding this board in front of you and under your elbows by the Power Grip handle across the Pocket Mouse's deck you can turn your entire body into a high-performance surfing vehicle.

Length:
63"
Width:
18-1/2"
Bottom:
Flat w/nose to Tail
Rocker slight "V" in nose.
Rails:
Down Rounded with slight lift in nose.
Fin System:
Long, Fins Unlimited box 8” fiberfill fin.

Length:
28"
Width:
18"
Bottom:
Flat, slight
Rocker
Rails:
Down rounded
Fin System:
None. Stick on fins may be used.
EL PAIPO PRICELIST AND ORDER FORM

The Standard Models — Prices include colors and handles

Check item desired  
☐ 48" Kneeboard  $74.00  
☐ 54" Kneeboard  $84.00  
☐ 60" Kneeboard  $92.00  

Please add 5% sales tax.

The Fish Family — Prices include colors and handles

☐ 56" Fish  $96.00  
☐ 61" Fish  $100.00  
☐ 56" Swallow Tail  $90.00  
☐ 63" Swallow Tail  $96.00  

Special Boards

☐ 63" The Gun  $100.00  
☐ Pocket Mouse  $25.00  
☐ Knee Ski wax  3 bars for $1.00  
☐ Titanus T-Shirts  $3.50  

Name __________________________________________ Phone ____________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ______________

Color of board desired  
deck ____________________________ bottom ____________________________

How to be shipped  
☐ will pick up  
☐ truck — $15-$20 to Gulf & East Coasts  
☐ Airfreight — $20-$30 to Gulf & East Coasts

All orders F.O.B. Newport Beach, California. Check or money order must accompany orders. For more information call (714) 642-5325.